
The Treffry Viaduct 

Cornwall, England 
 

National Grid Reference: OS Map 200, SX056572 
Half a mile South East of Luxulyan , approximately 4 miles North of St Austell 

Access to the viaduct is difficult from Luxulyan. Visitors are recommended to start their               
exploration of the site from Ponts Mill, near Tywardreath Highway on the A390. 

An excellent guidebook to the whole valley can be purchased at Ponts Mill. 

 
A unique viaduct and aqueduct built 

at the height of the industrial               
revolution 
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The Treffry Viaduct is 
here 
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Location map 



Picture bank-1 

On the viaduct looking north Looking up at the viaduct from 
the western side 

View from the top of the                  
viaduct looking north east down 

to the Newquay-Par railway 

On the inclined plane looking 
north though the bridge                    
carrying the “velvet way” 

The remains of the waterwheel 
that powered the inclined plane 

machinery 

At the southern end of the              
viaduct, looking east 
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Picture bank-2 

The viaduct as it looked just                 
after being built 

The “great wheel” at Carmeers 
that powered the machinery on 

the inclined plane 

Water tumbling down the                  
remains of the wheel-pit 

The remains of machinery in the 
waterwheel house 

The old smithy, where repairs 
were done to the machinery  

All the now remains of the giant 
waterwheel 
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The Treffry Viaduct shortly after its construction 1839-1842 
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It  is  98 feet high and contains 200,000 cubic feet of granite. This view shows 
how the viaduct crosses the valley and the modern Par-Newquay railway line 1/7 

Aerial view 



Looking up at the viaduct from the west 
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The huge granite piers upon which the arches rest 
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On top of the Viaduct looking north 
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The trackbed for the 
tramway 
 

…..and underneath the slabs, 
a canal leat 
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An aqueduct and a viaduct 



So, the viaduct is also an aqueduct 

…and a leat for water underneath, 
which once powered a                        

waterwheel in this wheelpit 

…with trackbed for the 
tramway on top…. 
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The water in the leat was used to power winding machines on an “inclined plane”, that raised 
and lowered the china clay wagons up and down between the tramway and the canal. Here,                      

halfway between the viaduct and Ponts Mill, are the remains of the winding                
machinery and a spectacular waterfall now occurs where the water once 

travelled across a waterwheel. 1/13 

The purpose of the leat –1  



The water wheel used to provide 
power to haul wagons up the inclined  
plane, onto the tramway, so that 
they could travel across the viaduct 
to pick up minerals from Treffry’s 
mines and quarries on the moors to 
the north of the valley. 
 
The wagons were pulled along rails by 
horses, but to get them down and up 
from Ponts Mill, where the minerals 
were put onto boats on a  canal,  it 
was necessary to use a powerful                   
waterwheel to do the pulling. 
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The purpose of the leat –2  



The remains of the water-powered winding house today 
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Looking up the inclined plane, along which  wagons were 
raised and lowered. Here it is crossed by a lane. 1/16 

The inclined plane 



One of the water holding tanks to the north of the viaduct, 
from which the flow of water across the viaduct 

and through the leats was controlled. 1/17 

Controlling the water supply  



 

 

Built between 1839 and 1842 by its owner Joseph Thomas Treffry, this 
amazing structure is 90 feet high and 670 feet long. It had the two jobs  
of carrying both a tramway and a high level leat (water channel)  across 

the Luxulyan Valley. The viaduct's ten arches each have a span of 40 
feet.  

It was the first large civil engineering structure of its kind to be built in 
Cornwall and was the first large granite viaduct to be built in Cornwall. It 

is now a Scheduled Ancient Monument.  

It was built to carry horse drawn wagons and water across the Luxulyan 
Valley, part of a local transport system designed to carry china clay to 

the port of Par. The tramway system fell into disuse after the                           
construction of the Cornwall Minerals Railway in the early 1870s, but the 

viaduct has continued to carry water into the present day, to serve a            
hydro-electric power station at Ponts Mill.  
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Essential information 



• Joseph Thomas Treffry was one of the greatest industrial                  
figures in Cornish and British history. He was not only very 
wealthy, but had amazing imagination,  energy and daring. 

• He was born Joseph Thomas Austen, and changed his name to 
Treffry in 1838. His first work was at the port of Par, where he 
built the harbour after 1829 for shipping copper ores, granite 
and china clay from his quarries and mines inland. These were 
connected to the port at Par by the Par Canal, traces of which 
can still be seen at Ponts Mill. To get the ore, granite and china 
clay to Points Mill, a horse-powered tramway was built inland, 
which crossed the Luxulyan Valley at the Treffry Viaduct. 

• He also developed Newquay harbour and a tramway leading to it, 
so that he also had a port to use on the north coast. 
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Who was Joseph Thomas Treffry? 



The Treffry viaduct is now owned by the Cornwall Heritage Trust. It  is 
a Scheduled Monument and is part of the Cornish Mining World                      

Heritage Site. The Luxulyan Valley is under the protection of the                   
Luxulyan Valley Partnership, made up of a number of organisations and 

bodies  with interests in the valley. 
 

Studying the viaduct in isolation from the rest of the valley makes no 
sense, since the fascinating network of leats and canals, the industrial 
remains along their routes and the complex industrial archaeology of 

the Ponts Mill area can only exist because of the water carried over the            
viaduct. 

 
This education resource tries to make sense of the whole valley,                       

focusing on the viaduct but exploring it in the twin contexts of the rest 
of the valley and of the history of china clay, tin and copper extraction 

in this area of mid-Cornwall. 

The Treffry Viaduct today 
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